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Fullerton outlines dry commencement Orchestra conductor
By Doris Kramer
Daily staff writer

SJSU President Gail Fullerton announced at a press conference Tuesday afternoon that policies formulated for this year’s commencement
ceremonies will include enforcement
of Spartan Stadium’s ban on bottles
and cans during events.
At the press conference. Fullerton
discussed implementing a series of
recommendations developed by a
student -faculty
Commencement
Decorum Committee.

The goal of the recommendations,
approved by Fullerton last Friday. is
to ensure that current and future students "graduate with class."
"Last year’s ceremony was somewhat less than a dignified commencement. Fullerton said. "We
want to prevent the early celebrating
of a few from ruining the integrity of
the day for the rest."
Scenes involving drunken behavior and other inappropriate conduct,
such as letting off fireworks and
tossing beach balls during the cere-

mony, had been becoming an increasingly visible problem in the last
few years, according to Fullerton.
In an attempt to squelch the alcohol problem, last year’s commencement was in the
ruing, rather than
the afternoon. This failed to deter alcohol consumption, though, because
drinking began earlier in the day.
said Fullerton.
The Commencement Decorum
Committee, a group of 21 students
and faculty, addressed the problem
See COMMENCEMENT. page 10

resigns post, cites
department conflicts
By I.isa Elmore
Daily staff writer

Gail Fullerton
SJSU President

Puppy love

The conductor of SJSU’s Community Symphony Orchestra has resigned, apparently over scheduling
conflicts in the Music Department.
Robert Sayre was hired by SJSU
more than two years ago because a
"music department is not anything
without a symphony orchestra."
said Dale Phelps, the orchestra’s
tuba player and Sayre’s student assistant for the past year.
Phelps said replacing him will be
difficult, if not impossible.
Sayre said in an interview Tuesday he will continue to teach cello
and direct a string quartet at SJSU,
but would not comment on the reasons for his resignation as eonductor.
"Enough has been said and it’s
out of my hands," he said.
Since Sayre came to the university. however, he has "confronted
difficulties in utilizing resources.
said Phelps, who will graduate this
month with a degree in Clinical and
Counseling Psychology.
However.
Music
Department
Chairman Gus Lease said he was not
aware of any existing conflicts when
he received Sayre’s resignation.
"It was a surprise to me." he
said.
The symphony orchestra, comprised of students, faculty, alumni
and community members, is a class
that has regularly scheduled meeting
times on Monday evenings and
Thursday afternoons.
It is necessary for the ensemble to

meet in the Concert Hall because
that is the only place on campus
where the group of about 70 musicians can be assembled for rehearsal,
according to Phelps.
And. although Phelps reserved the
room a year in advance for every
Monday night this semester, the orchestra was repeatedly bumped from
the hall to make room for other performers, he said.
The last straw for Sayre apparently came when the orchestra’s
dress rehearsal for a May 17 performance was rescheduled from May
15 to May 14 to allow the university’s
symphonic band to rehearse the
night before its performance on May
16.
This was had planning, according
to Lease.
"I don’t recall in past years two
large ensembles being scheduled
back to back,’’ 1.ease said. "I’d say
it was bad scheduling on the part of
Maestro Sayre."
Traditionally, a dress rehearsal is
held the night before a performance,
according to Phelps, and such timing
is necessary for the ensemble’s "cohesion."
Another member of the group agreed.
"The more space there is (between the rehearsal and the performance). the more chance there is for
error," said Jim Casella, who is a
percussionist in the orchestra and a
freshman majoring in music at
SJSU.
For the first two months of the or See CONFLICT, page It)

Facial burns

Snack stand worker
injured in explosion
By Teresa I.yddane
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Carolyn Uenaka. a junior business major, pets a puppy, which
spent the day tied up outside the Student Activities & Seuices OF’

A aeries of profiles about people at ths
university written by Journalism students.

Ike. Someone eentually claimed
roaming around campus.

By Mary Hayes
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the tyinptoins began with her
dancing career at UCLA, but the
.actual problem lies buried deep in
i past.
!Within a period of one month,
, r weight dropped from 135 to
.103 pounds due to excessive
$d intake and
reis,I
, e overing bu.. Bette
limic and anorexic. is a graduate
’ dent in the Masters and Social
rk program at SJSU.
’.., She is in the process of orga:.ing a self-help group for uniity students who are afflicted
h eating’. disorde rs .
disorders, such as bubo lexeeWVe billing and purgg) or anorexia nervosa (a form
of self-starvation), are only
s mptoms of the actual problem.
)ch said.
Hoch believes that her anorexia
bulimia stemmed from a
bination of her family enviment and her promising dance
r.
"I grew tip in an alcoholic
ily,’ Hoch said. "It is very
imon for bulirnics to conic
or alcoholic families.’
pilysi-

UCLA as a modem dance major.
The 5’foot-7-inch willowy
blond said she had to remain Ii
so her dance partners could
her easily.
While Hoch was
dance at UCLA in the
a guest c
she lose 11
performance 4*,
orous eat:reit*" and
iting, Hoch Yost in
pounds in a month.
"My desire to be the best e
lated it,’ she said.
During this period of
Hoch said she had a v
totted image of herself.
She believed that she
and would spend up to 12
day exercising and dancing
burn calcines.
Her weight was down so
that she was burning off muse
she said.
Throughout her dance c
Hoch detected hut ignored
fellow dancers’ eating dist
"If I didn’t have to
them. then I didn’t have to
me." she said.
Hoch believes eating d
can be partially blamed
niedia’s "ideal woman
Hut because these
See lf
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the puppy . which was found

Consensus sought in food container debate
Daily staff writer

ampus eating disorder
ogroup sought by student

mg to UPD 1.1 Shannon Maloney.
Roe, who is not an SJSU student.
An employee at Hugo’s hot dog suffered bums on her hair, eyestand on San Carlos and Fifth streets brows, face. neck, and right arm and
was burned Tuesday morning after hand, the police report stated.
the propane stove she was lighting
The vendor said in an interview
exploded in her face, university po- from her hospital bed Tuesday that
lice said.
the flames burned her right hand
Penelope Roe attempted to light most seriously and caused her face to
the burner inside her red and blue swell.
food cart at about 7:30 a.m., when
The stove’s pilot light apparently
flames suddenly "flashed.’’ accord See EXPLOSIO V, intge IV
Daily staff writer

Whether SJSU Food Service will
discontinue using plastic foam food
and drink containers - believed by
some to be an environmental hazard - is a decision that ultimately lies
in the hands of the campus community, the Food Service director said.
However, an SJSU packaging
technologies instructor has said he
will not support a decision to discontinue their use.
Plastic -coated paper, used for
most paper food containers and one
suggested alternative to plastic
foam, is neither recyclable nor biodegradable, said instructor Peter
Cocotas.
Phil Woodward. director of
SJSU’s Environmental Resource
Center (ERC), said that although
there are some disadvantages to
paper products, they are "still a step
in the right direction."
"(Our argument) is not a red herring," Woodward said. "He’s coming from a packaging point of view,
selling and producing. Anything environmentalists will say about packaging (the manufacturers) will contest."
On Monday, members of ERC
and SJSU’s Student Affiliation for
Environmental Respect (SAFER)
met with Food Service directors in
hopes of persuading them to cease
use of plastic foam fixxl and drink
containers.
At the meeting. Food Service Director Jerry Mimnaugh said he
would consider a switch to paper if
that is what the market, meaning
SJSU students and staff, wants.
Over the past few months. ERC
has circulated a petition around campus which requests that Food Service

stop using plastic foam products. So
far, about 1.500 people have signed
the petition. Woodward said.
Mimnaugh said if ERC gets 3.(XX)
signatures. about 10 percent of
SJSU’s population, it will indicate to
him that the community does not
want plastic foam.
However. Cocotas thinks ERC is
misleading the community.
They’ve reduced the problem to
a hunch of buzz words,’ he said. "I
don’t want to point out paper as a
villain and plastic as an alternative. I
just want to point out that paper is
not a better alternative
Cocotas said as far as he knows,
no plastic -coated paper food containers are recyclable because when
the containers are hydrated and
beaten to a pulp, the plastic does not
’go into solution.’’
He also said paper products don’t
decompose in landfills any faster
than plastic foam.
Woodward, however, stressed
that some companies are now producing cups made from recycled
paper coated with wax, a better alternative to plastic foam or plastic.
coated products.
Environmentalists’ biggest concern regarding plastic foam is the inappropriate use of fossil fuel, a natural resource used to make the
product. Woodward said.
Fossil fuel is a diminishing resource that can’t be recycled, while
paper can, he said.
On the other hand. Cocotas argued that the manufacturing of paper
products uses "slightly more" energy sources than plastic foam.
Woodward said if paper food containers were not over-processed.
with plastic coatings and "cute designs," they would be more biode-

The foam Issue
Environmental Resource Center members are
circulating a petition calling for the banning of
plastic foam food and drink containers,
claiming they decompose too slowy.
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gradable and would use less energy
to manufacture.
Yet Cocotas believes ERC’s approach to the problem is "partially
perceptual, as opposed to technical."
"(Plastic foam) does not have a
particularly good image." he said.
"It makes you think of a fast-food,
disposable society. It’s also a perfect
villain because it’s been associated
with the ozone layer."
Food Service stopped using plastic foam manufactured with chlorofluorocarbons (CF(’s), agents that
erode the earth’s worm layer. in January.
Woodward said he views the use

of plastic foam as a dead-end street.
while he believes lithe community
insists on paper containers, manufacturers will find ways to produce
them so they will be satisfactory
from an environmental standpoint.
"They’ll find the solutions when
society demands it.’’ he said
If a switch to paper products is
made, SJSU consumers may have to
pay more, as the paper containers
will cost Food Service about two
cents more per item.
Another alternative to plastic
foam cups is ceramic mugs that
could he washed and reused, members of ERC have said.
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Aimless drifting
Shane

A violent ceieb7ation
It was somethiv I Lon’u not clearly define. But
something was brcwing late Sunday afternoon at
the downtown Cinco de Mayo festivities.
In the middle of the afternoon the mood was
light and upbeat at the celebration. Children
splashed around in a park fountain, while their parents relaxed on the grass. It wasn’t the sunniest of
days, but the
air
was
warm and
comfortable.
People
were drunk
and mellow.
A short and
stocky,
green-eyed
man walked
through the E. Mark Moreno
crowd with
glazed eyes that moved nroi,nd
Almost running into me, he said, "Ey, I’m loaded. Excuse me."
There were smiles. There was laughing.
Cheerful Mexican music boomed out of big speakers. Drunken youths were gawking at tight-fitted
young ladies. Happiness and contentment reigned
over the streets of the new down, wn San Jose.
Things began to change at wound five in the
afternoon. One of my friends said, "Yep. I can see
them coming."
"What? Fights? Where?" I asked.
"Everywhere," he answered.
Another friend said he overheard a man say,
"Hey! Let’s f--- him up!"
I could see the smiles fade and the stares set in
on young men’s faces. I’d seen those looks many
times before
Tick. Tick. Tick. Boom!
Several police officers appeared. They were
running through tile crowd on None Dame Street
toward a fight.
Octavio Magana, an SJSU senior in psychology, said he saw about 25 people involved in the
skirmish.
My friends and I went to another section of the
street, where a latin-jazz band was playing.
Baregh Seth, a native of India who works as an
engineer in San Jose, was listening to the band
with his wife.
"It’s fun!" he said of the festivities. "I’ve been
here almost all day." It was then almost six and he
was about to leave. Down the street police were
being pelted with empty bottles that were also hitting the crowd. Seth hesitated with a startled look
on his face.
"You’d better go the other way," I told him,
pointing in the opposite direction. "Don’t worry, it
happens all the time." I felt as if I were apologizing for my people. It made me think.
If there are Cinco de Mayo celebrations that are
supposedly held to reaffirm our Latino heritage,
how come I saw no information on Mexican history?
I doubt if many of the 40,000 to 50,00 people
present could even define the nature of the holiday.
But I did see many drunk people. I like a good
beer or five myself, but I don’t cover it in a facade
of cultural reaffirmation. That I search for on my
own. A party is a party.
My friend Mark DeWitt, an African American,
told me on the way home: "The meaning of Cinco
de Mayo has been distorted, just like the
Juneteenth celebration (an African American festival similar to Cinco de Mayo).
"A bunch of black people get together and they
end up fighting each other. Same thing hue.
Makes you wonder why people get tots.her."
E. Mark Moreno is a Daily staff writer

- "gainers to the letliftir,
Germans guilty
Editor,
Being of both Jewish and
German descent, I find Marc L.
Tavasci’s letter in response to Doris
Kramer’s "History lesson" an outrage.
Although I do not hold German
citizens of today responsible for the
atrocities committed by their ancestors in World War II, to say that the
Germans of that time are not to
blame is is truly an act of irresponsibility.
These innocent Germans, who
Tavasci said are tragically "lumped
together" with the Nazis, elected
this so called "demented minority"
into power. These innocent
Germans, who had not learned a
lesson from the war they started in
1914, saw fit to take over the world
20 years later. And if it had not been
for the rise of the United States and
the Soviet Union out of WWII, and
the advent of nuclear technology, a
fourth Gennan Reich would have
no doubt rose up in hopes of conquering the world again.
The Germans arc not blameless.
The Germans witnessed the
Holocaust first hand, seeing the
near distruction of the Jewish race
and the total degradation of man.
Often times in our country, there
have been such examples of wrongdoing. All citizens were to blame
for slavery and the hatred that still
continues in the South and many of
this country’s citizens rose up in
objection during the social outrage
of the 60s. What was accomplished
was the removal of segregation
from the U.S. A similar protest took
place in regards to the Vietnam
War. People can change things if
they are willing to sacrifice being
comfortable and make a choice for
morality.
Theodore NI. Smith
Freshman
Political Science

No defense
Got more to say
than a letter
will allow?
The Spartan Daily invites students, staff, faculty
and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known through
the Campus Voice.
All subjects will be considered, especially those
immediately related to SJSU.
Any people or places on campus you want readers
to know about?
National or international issues
you feel strongly about?
The Campus Voice is your chance
to be heard on the
Forum pagewrite now.
Typewritten or computer copy is
preferred (two to three pages). and all
disks will be returned.
Contact Steven Musil, Forum Editor,
for further information and
examples at
924-3280.

would just ride out of town on
a tall horse without looking back,
his face to the setting sun, aimlessly
drifting over the western plains like
sagebrush blown in the hot dry wind.
The only roof Shane needs is a canopy
of stars. Behind him, he can hear the kid’s
voice echoing over the lonesome mountains. "Come back, Shane! Come back!"
But Shane isn’t coming back, because
he has to know what lies beyond the next
hill, and the next one after that. I wish I
were riore like Shane.
The trouble is, I was always more like
the kid. I grew up being more the type to
stvy home and tend the farm, than go out
aid forge a new path with six guns blazing.
The real world is a cold and nervewracking place. For those of us who won’t
be coming back to SJSU after this May,
and who still don’t have a steady job to go
to, life can be a tremendously stressful
game.
Weird things happen around graduation time at universities. Art majors
who always dreamed of showing
their work at New York exhibitions
suddenly take jobs as insurance salesmen.
Sometimes people find that it’s easier to
sacrifice their dreams than it is to hit the
pavement and work at becoming who they
really want to be.
Not me, though. I went that route once,
and it sucked. After two years in the business world, I finally realized I had been a
putz and fled to the sanctuary of graduate
school.
An awful lot of people have no clear
idea what they want to do with their lives.
They know what they’re good at, and what
thcy enjgy doing, but don’t reallythink,.. ,
they could make a career out of it.
Sometimes they’re right. Usually they’re
just cowards.
o my advice to all you fuzzies, you
English and drama and art and journalism and philosophy majors, is to
be like Shane. Shane isn’t afraid of
anything. The alternative is to be stuck on
tke farm and have to look up at the stars at
night and wonder how far you could have
gotten if you’d only really gone for it.

1

Editor,
I’m astounded by the letter submitted by Marc Tavasci which
attempted to differentiate between
the morality of Nazis running concentration camps and German soldiers fighting for their country.
I would first like to remind
Tavasci that the German soldier was
not "defending" his country, but
part of an aggressor army that
began World War II by invading
Poland, then followed with invasions of Western Europe and
Russia.
The SS did not merely murder
countless people in concentration
camps, but as "Einsatzgruppon,"
accompanied the German army and
murdered civilians outside outside
of the town occupied by the army
The devastion and loss of life exacted by this aggression cannot in any
sense he forgiven or nverfooked as
the work of Germans doing their
duty.
Those Germans who resisted
Hitler and Nazi Germany are to be
and should be commended. In this
country. Americans who believed
our actions in Vietnam were
immoral rose up and worked to stop
that war. Their actions were in
direct contrast to that of the "good

German," who supports and makes
possible his/her country’s violation
of human rights.
The German people should be
reminded of their complicity, just as
Americans and British who failed to
do all they could to stop the
Holocaust should be reminded of
their complicity.
In only this way can we, the
human race, demonstrate remorse
for the victims, and work against
the reoccurrence of such atrocities.
Tavasci, support organizations like
Amnesty International, rather than
looking for excuses for the inexcusable.
Clay Trost
Graduate
History

office, whose knowledge, assistance
and patience were both critical and
comforting.
Lastly, a word to those in Career
Planningput the coffee on, I’m
coming home.
Gerald D. Brody
Interim Dean of Student Services

DNA defense

Editor,
Tnoted with distress Roy Young’s
itithment that "... certain peoPk are
inherently violent 81’i:exist...
because its "...its in their genes..."
The next time a woman is beaten
and raped while jogging in the park,
the attacker’s defense attorney can
’claim that it is really the criminal
who is the victim: "He can’t help it,
Coming home
judge; it’s his DNA."
Virginia L. Larsen
Editor,
Lecturer
As many are aware, I have
Marketing and Quantitative
served as Interim Dean of Student
Studies
Services for this academic year. Our
new Dean, Dr. Dean Batt, will start
August 1 and I will return to my Portugese success
previous position as Director of
Career Planning an Placement. I Editor,
Congratulations to the Club
have conversed with with Dr. Batt
with
on several occasions and am con- Lusitania for their involvement
It
vinced that he will provide Student the high schools in the area.
Services and SJSU with the leader- appears SJSU will have many new
ship necessary to take us successful- students due to the PortugeseAmerican Encounter Day, which
ly through the 1990s.
I would like to thank President provided the high school students
Fullerton for giving me the opportu- with an overall view of the universinity to lead Student Services during ty. Dr. Fullerton and Dr. O’Karland
this transition period. A special gave informative addresses and
thank you goes to our Student invited students to join the SJSU
Services Directors and staff,
Thanks to all the individuals and
Associated Students, the School
Deans, our fraternity and sorority the university department that
leaders, many faculty members, and helped makeit so special.
Patricia Smith, RN
to several administrators on camJunior
pus. In addition, let me single out
Portugese
the staff members of the Dean’s

Personally, I’m about to take a Stanford
bachelor’s and an SJSU master’s and
become unemployed. That scares the nipples off me. But me and Shane, we don’t
care about financial security. I’ve got a
trusty steed and the fastest Smith and
Corona west of the Pecos, and it’s time to
wave goodbye to the kid and turn my face
to the great, blood-red fire of the tired and
dying old day.
The kid doesn’t have to know that my
heart is beating faster than a longhorn
stampede.
Dan Turner is the Feature Editor

I"
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Graduate donates $25,000 grant
Gift comes as surprise at Journalism Department awards ceremony
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
Former
SJSU
student
Ron
Schmidt made a surprise contribution of $25,000 to the Journalism
and Mass Communications Department Friday to provide for annual
scholarships of $1,000 to public relations students.
Schmidt,
department’s
the
"Outstanding Alumnus" for 1989,
made the presentation during an
emotional acceptance speech at the
department’s annual awards banquet
at the new Convention Center downtown.
The department’s recognition was
based on Schmidt’s "successful professional career, coupled with his
outstanding public service to the citizens of Oregon," which "exemplify
the goals and ideals of the Depart-

ment," according to a written
statement by Dennis Brown, department chair.
Three days after his 1959 gradua(ion from SJSU. Schmidt opened his
own public relations firm in Portland. Ore.
Now executive vice president of
The Pihas, Schmidt, Westerdahl
Company - Oregon’s largest public relations and advertising firm Schmidt reflected upon his college
days with gratitude and humor,
praising the university and President
Gail Fullerton for encouraging students to be the best in whatever field
they choose to pursue.
Schmidt’s community service includes chairing Oregon’s Nature
Conservancy and the Oregon Arts
Commission. He also sits on the
boards of directors of Reed College,

the Western States Arts Foundation,
Associated Oregon Industries and
the Providence Medical Foundation.
The honoree’s presentation followed a speech by Larry links. the
new editor of the San Jose Mercury
News.

’Schmidt was voted
Outstanding.’
- Alumnus
links’ spoke to "News in the
1990’s: What’s Ahead for America’s
Newspapers?" and addressed the
widespread pessimism about the future of print journalism that has developed in recent years.
"Doomsaying for newspapers"

has been around tor many years,
links said.
Competing interests are battling
for the public’s time, and readers "raised in front of a tube" are increasingly afflicted by short attention
spans, according to links.
But despite trends contributing to
declining readership, there is cause
for optimism, he said.
Newspaper coverage is focused on
what is truly meaningful. such as
"incremental movement in the government process." links said.
Newspaper reporters "write the
first draft of history" and "reflect
what is happening" in the world in
terms the reader can understand, he
said.
"I and others think most of the
best journalism will be practiced in
newspapers." he said.

Statements by Ramirez raise trial concerns
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Two
hours after an Air New Zealand jetliner swerved to miss a small plane
off the Orange County coast, there
was another close call involving an
American Airlines plane over Anaheim. officials said Tuesday.
Superior Court Judge Michael
Tynan gave the lawyers an extra day
to decide whether they will present
an opening statement and call witnesses or rest their case without presenting evidence.
"We’re still talking to our client.
There are many things we have to
consider overnight," defense attorney Daniel Hernandez told reporters
as he left the courthouse Monday.

The prosecutor in the case said to his holding cell.
there were new indications the de"Media!" he growled in a loud,
fense plans to call witnesses to coungravelly voice, "Sensation -seeking
ter charges that the 29-year-old
parasites!" He glared at the courtRamirez committed 13 grisly murroom press section where reporters
ders and 30 related felonies in the
sat taking notes.
summer of 1985.
Last month. Ramirez shouted
After the last of numerous conferences at the judge’s bench, Deputy -Liar" in the courtroom during tesDistrict Attorney P. Philip Halpin timony by a prosecution witness. He
told reporters: "My understanding testified he had purchased stolen
was as of the time we walked away property from Ramirez, including
from the bench, there’s an intent to numerous pieces of jewelry identified by victims who had survived atpresent a defense."
Ramirez’ outburst at reporters tacks and robberies attributed to the
came Monday as the defendant. Night Stalker.
shackles clanking around his ankles,
The witness, Felipe Solano. later
was being led out of the courtroom was recalled to the stand by the pros-

Gift bearer

ecution to retract a statement that he
had received stolen property only
from Ramirez.
The tall, shaggy -haired Ramirez
usually has been listless during his
courtroom appearances. One of las
most dramatic outbursts occurred at
an arraignment after his arrest nearly
four years ago, when he shouted
"Hail Satan!" and flashed a pentagram drawn on his palm.

Mark

Sludyvin - Daily staff photography,

Ron Schmidt, S,ISIL’s 1989 -Outstanding
,,,,, nos" o inner
speaks after donating $25,000 to the Journalism department.

Protect Your Thesis
Bring your thesis to Kinko’s Copy Center for qua I i
and professional binding service.
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SpartaGuide
TODAY
Mu Alpha Gamma: Nleeting,
4:30 p.m., Dwight Bente! Hall
Room 205. For more information
call 266-2358.
Society of Professional Journalists: Internship seminar with free
pizza, 3:30 p.m.. Dwight Bente!
Hall Room 101. For more information call 926-2758.
Career Planning & Placement
Super workshop. :130 _p.m.,. &U...
Umunhum Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Career Planning & Placement:
Organizing your job hunt, 3:30
p.m.. S.U. Umunhum Room. For
more information call 924-64133.
Career Planning & Placement:
Resume Preparation. 1:30 p.m..
S.U. Umunhum Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Career Planning & Placement:
Interview Prepartaion. 5:30 p.m.,
S.U. Umunhum Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Campus Crusade for Christ:
"Here’s Life" 7: I 5 p.m., S.U.
Council Chambers. For more information call 294-4249.
Student Affiliation for Environmental Respect: Meeting. 6:30
p.m., Dudley Morehead Hall Room
235-A. For more information call
924-5467.
Chicano library Resource Center: Dr. Lou Holscher: "Una cancion por todas las temporadas".
noon. Wahlquist Library North
Room 307. For more information
call 924-2707 or 924-2815.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Rubberware party. 7 p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information
call 236-2(X)2.
Christian Students Fellowship:

Bible study/fellowship, noon. S.U.
Pacheco Room. For more information call 268-141 I .
N:conomics Students Association: Speakers: Barbara Keating Rich Hubler, 5:30 p.m. S.U. Costanoan Room.
Gay and Lesbian Aliance: Summer kick-off party, 5:30 p.m.. S.U.
Pacheco Room.
MF.ChA: Election meeting, 7:30
Wahlquist Library North.
Room 307. For more information
call 298-2531.
Akbayan Club: Meeting-elections awards, beach picnic. 2 p.m.,
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call 286-9354.
Jewish Student Organization:
Display of information about Israel.
9 a.m.. S.U. cafeteria entrance. For
more information call 993-9539 or
286-1531.
Christian Science Organization:
Meeting, 2 p.m.. S.U. Almaden
Room.
SUPRO & Campus Ministries:
Royal Lichtenstein Circus. noon,
SJSU Amphitheatre. For more infiwmation call 298-0204.
San Jose Art Galleries: Exhibition "for the birds." I I a.m.. Art
Department Gallery I. For more information call 924-4328.
University Housing Services:
Open House for faculty, staff, and
admisistrators, 2 p.m.. S.U. Dining
Commons.
Black Faculty and Staff: Weekly
meeting. noon. Afro-American studies conference room. For more information call 924-6117.
Chinese Student Association:
Election/free pizza lunch, 12:30
p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room. For
more information call (415) 623 -
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Association of Rock ’n’ Roll:
Meeting. 7:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco
Room. For more information call
287-6417.
Association of Rock ’n’ Roll:
Concert. noon, S.U. Amphitheater.
For more information call 287-6417.
Career Planning & Placement:
Co-op orientation, 12:30 p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room. For more informatin cull 924-6033.
Jewish Student Organization:
Display of information about Israel.
9 a.m., S.U. cafeteria entrance. For
more information call 993-9539 or
286-1531.
Department Math and Computer Science: Speaker: Medical
Imaging. 4 p.m.. MacQuarrie Hall
Room 324. For more information
call 924-5144.
Calmeca Project: General Meeting, 4 p.m.. Chicano Resource Center. For more information call 8248459.
Math/Computer Science Club:
Election of Officers, 12:30 p.m.,
MacQuarrie Hall Room 422. For
more information call 924-5144 or
924-8723.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics: Meeting election of officers. 12:30 p.m.. Engineering Building Room 295.
Galleries: Exhibition "for the
birds,’ II a.m., Art Department
Gallery 1. For more information call
924-4328.

Why not. earn some extra
cash over the summer’? As
an Adia temp, you can do lust
that by working when and
how often you please. And
you’ll be eligible to earn the
same kind of pay and benefits as a full-time employee
including health and life
insurance coverage.
Working temporary at Adia on
your summer vacation will
keep you lust as busy as you
want to be

Adia ’s going to work for you

ADIA

The Employment People

Mountain View (415) 941-7100
2570 W. El Camino Real. Ste. 205
Santa Clara
(408) 727-’985
3945 Freedom Cir., Ste. 280

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CHICO
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934

Announces
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Bring in this ad and we will give you 20% off on your binding order You II,,.
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Offer valid through 6-30_89
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GET "INSIDE" SPARTAN ATHLETICS
BECOME A SPORTS INFORMATION ASSISTAN
*Free admission to Spartan sporting events
*Get to know coaches and athletes
*Write feature stories for publication
*Work with local and national media
*Flexible work schedule
QUALIFICATIONS: general knowledge of sports; excellent
writing skills; accurate typing skills; computer experience
desired; work 15-20 hours/week including evenings and
weekends. Positions available for writers and photograpbc
JOIN OUR TEAM! Pick up an
application and more information
at the Sports Information Office,
Building FF (5th and San Carlos)
or call 924-1216/Deadline May 19

IT’S A JUNGLE
OUT THERE.

NEW APPROACH

TO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
GRADUATE EDUCATION!
Industrial practice -oriented coursework emphasizing design.
computer applications. electronics applications. etc.
12 -month program plan available.
Majors other than ME. are encouraged to seek admission
Several interdisciplinary areas Included.
This program is an engineenng master’s degree designed
snectlically to prepare you for a wale variety
of high- ech industrial positions.
Space

is

limited, so apply early!

!
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SPORTS

The greening of sports
By Joel Beers
Sports come and go, but in the
world of baskets, balls, sweat and
jockstraps, one thing remains
eternal:
Money.
It’s blatantly obvious these
days that professional sports is
one of the most lucrative aspects
of American society. Along with
salaries that hover near the SI
million mark, athletesprofessional and amateurearn just as
much money for the products
they endorse.
And, of course, the price
always seeps down to the consumer. Tickets to most sporting
events have tripled in price the
last decade. An average baseball
ticket costs $8, 10 years ago, it
cost $4. A basketball ticket generally costs $11, 10 years ago it
cost $5. And the list goes on an
on, to food, souvenirs and even
the cost of watching a game on
television.
The more cynical observers of
this soaring cost say that it has
corrupted sports, turned the
games into products that need to
be marketed, packaged and sold
to the highest bidder.
These critics point out that
with multi -year, multi -million
dollar contracts winning and losing is no longer important to athletes, only surviving long enough
to collect their paychecks.
Looked at historically, it’s evident that money has dominated
sports since men and women first
got together to bash each other’s
skulls in.
There arc no official records
kept, but it’s easy to think that
the first organized sport revolved
around an organized chase by a
group of Neanderthals trying to
impale a sabre-toothed tiger.
And, as humanity made its
impressive climb up the evolutionary ladder, sports became
even more refined.
After tribes were formed and
staked out their respective territories, the strongest male was
always the leader, and any
prospective challenger had to
defeat him in combat. And, of
course, the leader’s wealth, be it
shiny rocks or large-bosomed
wenches always went to him. A
stunning similarity to today’s
professional boxing, where the
new champion gets a jewel-stud-

ded belt and Robin Givens.

Sports first drew a mass audience during Roman times. The
events in the Coliseum drew
huge crowds which insanely
cheered whenever gladiators’
blood flowed or their entrails
spilled out on the dusty ground.
Again, another resemblance to
boxing, or a really good hockey
fight, where people pay hardearned money to see someone’s
face smashed or sliced into an
unrecognizable pulp.
Sports continued its association with money into modern
times. As more leisure time
became available for recreation,
more sports were created and
played.
And, eventually, they all
attracted gamblers, entrepreneurs
and those who genuinely enjoyed
playing them.
It was in America. though,
that the relationship between
sports and money became so
entwined that it is now inseparable.
Boxing became a huge betting
sport and, as wide-spread interest grew in sports such as baseball and football in the early 20th
century, wise promoters had the
foresight to charge money to
watch the games.
Babe Ruth and Jack Dempsey
were the first true superstars, and
although Ruth’s salary never
climbed above $100,000 his relative earnings were no different
than Orel Hershiser’s $2 million
annual salary when compared to
the rest of society.
And the Dempsey -Gene
Tunney title bout in 1927 had a
$1 million gate, still an all-time
record.
As the country has grown
more sophisticated and more
concerned with material possessions, sports has merely followed
the societal trend.
So the Steinbrenner’s, Trump’s
and DeBartolo’s aren’t really the
greedy, manipulative swinish
slime that they’re made out to be.
And the Jordan’s, Hershiser’s and
Johnson’s aren’t really the money-hungry pack of wolves that
many people view them as.
No, they’re just people like
you and me doing their best to
’paint this wonderful country
green.

SJSU women golfers
win Stanford tourney
Its matthew I). Anderson
Dariy staff writer
NO weeks befiire the NCAA golf
championships. the SJSU women’s
golf team is at the top of its game
The Lady Spartans. who successfully defended their conference
crown of a year ago. won the Callfornia Collegiate tournanmet held at
Stanford over the weekend.
The 54 -hole tournament is a tuneup for the NC X X Cframpii rnships
held on the same 0,11Ise May 24-28.
Rut the Spartans didn’t Ilist %kill
it. bury Match. they di (nil
mg the competition by 18 shots and
tying a previous course record held
by the Stanford women’s team in
1985.
The Spartans finished the tournament with with a team total of 889
and were the only team to break 300.
and they did it in the second and
third rounds.
"Anybody. who plays as well as
we did this weekend can win the
championship... said Coach Mark
Gale. "We’re ready!"
The Spartans won the NCAA
championship in 1987. and going
into this year’s tournament. ’will
probably be favored fourth behind
Ari/ona State. Southern Cal and
Texas...Gale said.
The Spartans were ranked ninth in
the country before their conference
and
iiiurnament at the end ot
w oh last weekends ’.s iii. ilgUre 10
1111ne up in the rankings
SJSU sophomore Pat Hurst. who
returned after a bout yy ith mononu
cleosis. which caused her to miss
two tournaments. led the ‘sirdrralls

with a score of 215.
She finished in second place overall, three strokes behind the individual champion Allison Shapcott of
U.S. International University
Ihna Ammaccapane finished in
fifth, eight strokes off the lead. Denise Philbrick finished in seventh and
Henri Hustler finished in 10th. giving SJSU four of the top 10 individual golfers. There were 51 golfers
competing.
"Pat is in the running for first
team All-American," Gale said.
"Denise will make one of the them
(1st 2nd or 3rd team) and Dina has
an outside chance of making it. It
would he unprecedented to have

three All-American, "

Stanford finished second, UCLA
third. and U.S. International finished fourth.
The Lady Spartans will be up
itgainst 16 other teams at the
NCA A’s Gale said some the top
teams at the NCAA’s will be: Arirona. ASC. UCLA. USC. Stanford,
Kentucky, North Carolina. Florida.
Georgia. Ohio State, Texas. Tulsa.
fklahoma State and New

state.
There are

MeKo

no pollitics invoked.
which is how we like it.- Gale said.
The teams are picked off a computer...
Fven though SJSC won
over two tournament teams (Stan
ford and UCLA) Gale said. "When
we won in 1987 by one shot, that is
not uncommon. At the most. lke
shots will separate the leaders.’

Reid says no to Tarheels;
declares self eligible for NBA
LH \pi I Fill
Noith Calohna nimoi toiv. mud J.R.
turn proReid said Tuesday lie M ill final

fessii mid mid g is c up his
year
of i.ollege
J.R.
do
what’s
best
for
’I liave to
Reid.- he said at a news conference.
Reid said he cony inced his mother
that turning pro was hest for him
atter he pri mused her he would obtain his degree nest y cal
Playing his senior year at North
.,Cantlinit Under Olitai Dean Smith
wonlil have IX011 fun, Reid said, bra

10111164.ft

he had to what was best for him. He
said he wanted to as
for the
NBA draft next month.
Reid, a 6-foot -9 .junior from VII
ginia Reach. Va., must declare in
writing by Saturday that he will enter
the June -27 draft.
Reid will become the fourth UN(’
itimiri to go to the NRA a )ttar early.
Pies ioti.1). Michael Jordan. James
"."1111
and Robert \IcAll’"’
went early, Like Reid. Jordan and
Worth v ei4....44-Haae..being ad
Smith

Spartan Daily tile photo

S,ISIT sophomore Pat Hurst, who led the Spartans to a sictory last weekend in the California Collegiate tournament at Stanford University, will
try to lead the team in the NCAA Championships May 24-28.

THE WRITE WORD
WILL GET
YOUR FOOT IN
THE DOOR!

PERSONNEL

A professional resume can mean the
difference between you and the other 3.0
applying for the job. The Write Word guarantees
your resume wilt get you an interview. The Write
Word offers you:
A Quality Resume
Cover and Follow up Letter
Interview Skills Update
Low Student Rates
You’ll look good on paper. The Rest is up to you

THE WRITE WORD
professional writing service
(408) 978-5760
ask for Lisa Cooke
CALL NOW FOR A FREE CONSULTATION!

HEY, COLLEGE GRADUATESHEWS $400 TO HELP YOU HIT THE ROAD!
The road to success will probably
involve some driving. And if you’re
graduating in the next four months, or
If you graduated within the past 12
months, Chrysler Motors can help get
you into a brand new car, with a $400
cash allowance.
,..
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Apply this cash to any current
incentive program on any eligible Jeep
or Eagle vehicle.* Just come on in with a
copy of your diploma, or a Registrar’s letter
attesting to your graduation, and get great
deals like these:
JEEP WRANGLERAs Low As $9030.
($9430 MSRP, excluding title, taxes &
options.. .less your $400 cash allowance
= $9030!)
JEEP COMANCHE 4WD
PIONEERSave Up To $2350.
(Option Discount Package = $1200
’Excludes Comanche 2WD shortbed
"Cash from Chrysler Corp con be appired to purchase
"Offer ends 12/31/89
Seep’, a registered trademark of Jeep/Eagle Corporation

4000 1

savings, as compared to price of options
bought separately, + $750 factory cash
I back + $400 cash allowance = $2350
value!)
EAGLE SUMMIT. ($500
rebate** + $400 cash allowance = $900
advantage!)
That’s just the beginning. Check
out the great financing and leasing programs
designed especially for graduates new to the
Wonderful World of Credit!***
For complete details, call
toll-free 1-800-CMC-GRAD.
Or visit any Jeep/Eagle Dealer.
zs
You spent a lot of time
and money getting
those smarts.
Now’s the time
to use them!

Jeep
Eagle

CALIF
cd
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Monsters tame to stadium turf
By Sean Mukaster
Duly staff writ=
To the collective relief of Spartan
Stadium ground crews and SJSU
football Coach Claude Gilbert, the
only signs of a mauling that
remained after last weekend’s
Monster Truck pull were 60 twisted junk cars.
After 1,500 square yards of dirt
and over 2,000 sheets of plywood
were spread across the turf,
Gilbert and studium officials had
more than a few concerns about a
repeat fiasco which occurred at a
truck pull last September.
A failure to properly cover the
field by promoters left large portions of the stadium’s field in
beach -like conditions during the
middle of football season.
"The whole crux of the matter is
protecting the field," Gilbert said.
"After that one bad incident, it
made everyone aware of what
could happen if the field isn’t properly protected."
Ted Cady, director of events for
Spartan Stadium, said after the
field problems last year, protect- .
ing the turf was the main concem
of the popular two-day event,
which attracted more than 24,000
people and generated $80,000 in
concessions.
"We wanted to have the best
available company because of
what happened in the fall," Cady
said. "It cost more money, but in
the long run, it was definitely
worth it."
The total cost of constructing the
track was just over $29,000,
according to Dave Matthews, a
Monster
Truck
promoter.
Matthews said it would cost
$28,000 to re -sod the entire stadium.
After calling other events promoters, Cady found the James
Kitchens Corp., a Los Angeles based firm which specializes in
contruction of dirt tracks for
rodeos, moto-cross racing and
truck pulls.
Last Thursday, crews began
transforming the stadium’s floor
into an undulated, mountainous
dirt course that the five -ton trucks
trampled.

Fate of Rose moves
another step closer
concentrated on Rose’s gambling activities. especially to determine if the
manager bet on baseball games.
The Dayton Daily News reported
that Dowd was in Cincinnati on
NEW YORK (AP) -- Baseball Monday for unspecified meetings.
moved another step closer on Tues- The newspaper said he was accomday to deciding the fate of Cincinnati panied by Kevin Hallinan, the baseReds manager Pete Rose.
ball commissioner’s director or secuJohn M. Dowd, the lawyer head- rity.
The newspaper quoted an unidening the commissioner’s investigation
of Rose. has submitted his report to tified source as saying Dowd and
Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti, Hallinan were in town for "investithe commissioner’s office said Tues- gatory reasons."
The source said Dowd has indiday.
"It’s a substantial report that the cated that "the commissioner alcommissioner can read and study." ready has enough information ton
Dowd said Monday in a telephone Rose) to make a decision, but that
interview from his Washington of- his (Dowd’s) investigation will continue."
fice.
Dowd. hired by the commissionA statement from the commis- er’s office to investigate charges that
sioner on Tuesday said: "John Dow- Rose bet on baseball, said he did not
d . . . has submitted his report to me think there would be further reports
regarding allegations concerning after he submitted his.
Mr. Pete Rose. Should any additioIf Giamatti determines Rose has
nal information relavent to the inves- bet on baseball, the Cincinnati mantigation be obtained, he will forward ager would be suspended for one
it to me. I will now study the report year. If he finds he had bet on the
thoroughly.’
Reds. Rose would be banned for
The investigation reportedly has life

Report on investigation
submitted to Giamatti

Mark Studyyin
Workers begin cleanup after the weekend Monster
Truck pull. The event caused problems with the
With three pieces of heavy
machinery and a fleet of trucks
dumping soil onto the plywood
and tarp covering, the track was
completed in about 11 hours,
according to Silvcrio Garcia, a
field supervisor for Kitchens Corp.
"The problem that they had
before was they watered the field
two days before event," Garcia
said. "When we set up, we cover
the field first with a tarp of
Fibertcx. We’re the only company
in the United States that uses it and
it gives a small space between the
field and boards, allowing it to
breathe some."
Saturday night at 11, crews began
the I6-hour process of hauling the
dirt out of the stadium. By 4 p.m.
Sunday, the field was clear before
ground crews began watering the
parched grass.
With graduation ceremonies just

a few weeks away, having the field
ready was a concern of university
officials. Aside from some discoloration at the north end of the stadiumthe last
part to be
clearedthe field was in good
shape,
according
Verne
McGlothlen, the director of landscape for Facilities, Developement
and Operations
"It’s a little brown from a lack of
air, but it will be ready for ceremonies, " he said.
Cady said the amount of concessions business exceeded that of an
average football game by almost
$1 per person.
’’We’re counting on the money."
Cady said. "But we’re not going to
do it in the future if it’s a huge
problem with the athletic department. We’re not looking for a war
with them."
Gilbert said the condition of the

F

Office Hours
9 am to 6 pm Mon-Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays

STOR

(At Martinvale Lane)

281-0400

CALL ABOUT OUR $ 1

Claude Gilbert,
Football Coach
field was an embarrassment last
season, but didn’t hurt recruiting.
"They’re going to have events
like that," Gilbert said. "It’s just a
mauer of those involved to get the
job done protecting the field."

FRIGHTENED?
The Post Office Alternative
*UPS/DHL Delivery
’First Class
’Gift Wrapping
’Ship anywhere
in the U.S.
’Mailbox rentals
j#1,

0

MAC & PC
RENTALS
USE COMPUTERS
HERE IN THE
STORE OR TAKE
ONE HOME
10% discount w/ this ad
or student ID card

5 Town & Country Village

San Jose
296-3303
liwrrIgringrng.
MAIL BOXES enc. USA

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murhpy

Sunnyvale

AGE:

Gate Hours
7 am to 8 pm Mon-Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays

Sizes from 20 to 1,000 sq. ft.
Electronic Security
Easy access from Highways
101 and 280

6880 Santa Teresa

PERSONNEL

’It made everyone
aware of what
could happen if
the field isn’t
properly
protected.’

Campus news at
your fingertips
THE PENNY SAVER NEWSPAPERS

PLACE 1
STORAGE
SEE

Daily staff photographer

field at Spartan Stadium last year, hut went relalively smooth this time, causing minimal damage.

Give your Grad the
recognition they deserve

900 Lonus Court
(off

Lincoln Ave.)

947-8775

STUDENT SPECIAL!

Tell that special grad just how proud you are of all their hard work and
dedication. Buy them a "grad ad" in the Spartan Daily. Grad ads are
now on sale in front of the Student Union from 11:00 am to 3:00 pm or just
stop by the Spartan Daily (DBH 207) until Friday May 12th. Grad ads will
run in the last issue of the Spartan Daily on Wednesday, May 17.
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Royal Lichtenstein Circus
to perform at university
Group hailed as world’s smallest complete circus
By. Elizabeth James
Datiy staff writer
The circus is coming to town.
The Royal Lichtenstein Circus,
billed as the world’s smallest complete one -quarter ring sidewalk circus. will appear in SJSUs Student
Union Ampitheater Wednesday at
noon. Adniission is free.
The Rev. Nick Weber. a Jesuit
priest, has been the director of the
circus toi the past 17 years.
Looking for a way to capture the
interest of many different people.
Weber say s he started his traveling
circus w ith the help of former acting
students
’They appeal to everyone." said
Ted Gehrke, director of the Associated Students Program Board.
"Their message is a real soft, nice
message...
is to
The purpose ot the

"provide a lighthearted invitation to
play: and, through special comic
sketches,
to
prompt
uplifting
thoughts about various human values
such as kindness, courage, and honaccording to Father Weber.
esty

The purpose of the
circus is to provide
a lighthearted
invitation to play.
It shows what it is to be a human
in the best sense," said Sister Judy
Ryan. "It’s not preachy, it’s playful.’
There will he jugglers. magic.

clowns, poetry, small animal acts,
narrated mime fables and calliope
music.
"They’re very professional,"
Gehrke said. "They work very
hard."
Every performance is an invitation
to discover how much livelier makebelieve can make reality, according
to Weber.
The circus is just in time to relieve
pre-finals stress.
"They are the only act that l’xe
seen that hasn’t lost their freshness." Gehrke said ."They ’re alone
among artists; they are unique in the
world of entertainment
"They’re not in it for the money.
they’re in it for the message."
"We use to book them every
year, Gehrke said. "Now they tour
all year, SO it’s hard to get them
when school is still in session."

U.S. six sailors injured, five killed
during fuel-leak fire on supply ship
Six sailWASHINGTON ( AP)
ors were killed and five were injured
today when fire broke out aboard a
U.S. Navy supply ship in the South
China Sea. a Navy spokeswoman
said.
"It appeared to be a fuel leak,"
the spokeswoman said, declining to
be further identified. The ship was
identified as the USS White Plains,
which normally carries a crew of
about 403 enlisted men and 25 officers.
The White Plains is a food stores
ship and is part of the battle group
assigned to the aircraft carrier Constellation That group is sailing
home utter duty in the northern Arabian Sea supporting the naval task
force in the Persian Gulf.
According to a Navy source who
asked not to be named. the White
Plains and other ships of the battle
" group left Hong Kong on Monday

after a port call. The ship was only
about 100 miles off the coast when
the fire broke out, the source said.
The spokeswoman said the fire
broke out at 2 a.m. EDT in the main
engine spaces "while conducting
operations" in the South China Sea.
She said the live injured, who suffered burns and smoke inhalation,
were evacuated by helicopter to the
USS Sacramento.
In the Philippines, U.S. U.S. Air
Force Capt, Donna Eggleston said
the injured then were flown to a hospital at Clark Air Base 50 miles
northwest of Manila. "My latest information is that all five are in stable
condition," she said in a telephone
interview.
"The tire is out and the ship is
Sion c." the
under tow by the
Navy said in a wink, ,i.itement.
The (’inistellinion. the I Iser Fox
and the frigate Ouellet all .,..isted in

the firefighting effort, it said.
"An investigation will be conducted to determine the cause of the
fire. Identifications of those killed is
being withheld pending notification
of next-of-kin,’’ the statement
added.
A Navy official who asked not to
be identified said preliminary information suggested the fire involved
"a fuel leak in the boiler manifold
intake on the No. 3 boiler."
The source said it was unclear at
this point whether the failure involved human error or an equipment
failure but added the resulting fuel
fire was so hot that sailors were limited to just five-minute stints in
fighting the blaze.
The source said it took the crew
about an hour to knock down the
fire.
The White Plains is based at the
Pacific island of Guam.

Fusion critics remain skeptical,
contend findings ’mere delusion’
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A parade of chemists presented evidence suggesting they created a
nuclear fusion reaction in a jar at
niom temperature, but they failed
to convince critics who contend
the findings are mere delusion.
"There is no fusion" in experiments conducted by chemists
Martin Fleischmann and B. Stanley Pons, said their most vocal
critic, California Institute of Technology chemist Nathan Lewis.
"I don’t think anything has
been proved. It’s going to take
time to sort it out," Ralph Broth!.
former president of The Electrochemical Society. Inc.. said after
Fleischmann and Pons spoke to
1.8(X) scientists attending the
group’s Monday night meeting at
the Westin Bonaventure Hotel.
Fleischmann and Pons acknowledged some problems in
their research, but said they still
believed they achieved fusion in a
jar of heavy water.

"I have always been ready to
acknowledge the fact our experiments could be faulty," Fleischmann, of England’s University of
Southampton, said later at a news
conference. "If we turn out to be
wrong. I’ll be the first to admit
it."
Fleischmann and Pons, of the
University of Utah, disputed
Lewis and others who accused
them of sloppy measurements.
Pons said scientists who have
been unable to duplicate their experiments failed to use large
enough electrodes made of the
metal palladium.
The two chemists shocked the
scientific world March 23 when
they announced they created fusion by sending electrical current
through a device in which an electrode of palladium metal was
wrapped in platinum and soaked
in heavy water. Heavy water is
made from oxygen and a lomx of

hydrogen called deuterium.
Such an accomplishment, if
confirmed, could lead to a cheap
and virtually inexhaustible source
of energy. Fusion is the reaction
that powers the sun and hydrogen
bombs. Previous fusion research
focused on multimillion -dollar efforts to create fusion under extreme pressures and high temperatures.
Pons and Fleischmann said
Monday their latest experiment
produced 10 to 50 times more energy with their device than the
amount they put into it. The energy was emitted as a burst of heat
that lasted two days, they said. In
their initial announcement, they
said they had produced four times
more energy than was used.
Fusion has yet to be conclusively
proven in experimentation though
the research contiues at full -tilt. If
it is possible people should know
by the end of this year.

Food pricing confuses consumers
NEW YORK (AP) -- Does anyone know the price anymore of an
automobile, a fast-food meal, an airplane ticket, a bag of lawn fertilizer
or a dozen other products that might
come to mind?
Pricing no longer is simple and
straightforward. It is tricky, confusing, surprising, exasperating and inexplicable. to mention a few characteristics. Someone with imagination
could make a list that would gird the
globe.
Retailer discounts, manufacturer
discounts, discount-option packages, sales, rebates, below -cost financing, fees, specials, exceptions
and exemptions produce a challenge
to which few buyers are equal.
The time of day on which you
make your phone calls can mean full
price or a 65 percent discount, but
that isn’t the only thing that complicates your phone bill. Do you own
your phone or do you rent? Do you
own or rent the jacks?

you pay an annual service fee? Do
you know the rate
or how much it
has changed in the past few months?
Bluntly speaking, do you know what
your card costs?
The difficulty in pricing was illustrated in recent weeks when General
Motors and Ford raised prices on options, but not the basic prices of all
cars. The effect is to further complicate attempts to assess prices.
GM. for example, increased by
$10 each the prices of power windows, power door locks and cruise
control. It raised air conditioning
$20 and automatic transmissions
$25. The result: higher car costs no
matter what they say.
Ford increased prices of power
count might be available only if you door locks, power windows, power
fly through a certain city on the way mirrors and cruise control by $8. but
to your destination ... if there is it retained discount -option packages,
room on the flight.
in which option items have a lower
Do you know how interest is as- total price when purchased together
sessed on your credit card or whether rather than separately.
The day of the week on which you
travel by air can mean paying halfprice or regular price. But the dis-

Pricing no longer is
simple and
straightforward. It
is tricky, surprising
and inexplicable to
mention a few
characteristics.
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Sari Jose

Cambrian Nursery and Florest
3175 S. Bascom Avenue
5 59-67 3 3

A Garden Chamber Florist
1103 Branham Lane
2 64 - 4 2 1 1

Acorn Florist and Accents
Oaks Shopping Center
21275 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Laical=
Carousel Of Flowers
14120 Blossom Hill Rd.
448-4062
Gaeta’s Flowers of Los Gatos
15545-6 Los Gatos Blvd.
3 5 6-04 4 2

Sunnyvale Florist
1022 W. Maude Ste.
73 6- 1 5 1 5

Anne’s Flowers
955 Lincoln Ave.
2 87- 1 1 3 1
Conroy’s Flowers
2299 McKee Rd.
729- 7700

Sunnyvale

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE NOW IN THE
HOUSING SERVICES OFFICE, JOE WEST
HALL, AND AT THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION CENTER. FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL 924-6160

,114,1

Camobelt

Cupertin

IN THE STAMPEDE
for
FALL 1989
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING

Pa’r

103

Cupertino Nursery and
7272 Coronado Dr.
2 5 2 -3 5 60

Florist

Fishcer’s Garden Florist
1198 Meridian Ave
7 2 3-3900
The Flower Garden
1520 The Alameda
977 - 1 660
Flowers By Bobbi
330 Lincoln Ave.
2 79- 1 94 3

Dont forget to ask about
our student discount

!child Florist and Balloons
299 B Pala Shopping Center
2 5 1 - 5 3 86
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School board tries to ward off strike
LOS ANGELES ( API
The
school board endorsed a bold policy
change to boost teachers’ salary and
status, but union leaders said the
proposal wasn’t enough to call off a
planned strike this month.
Union leaders also said Monday
they were forced to move up their
strike deadline two weeks to May 15
because the district superintendent
vowed to withhold May paychecks if
teachers fail to turn in final grades.
The union announcement came
’list before the school board voted 4-

2 in favor of a proposal to create one
salary schedule for administrators
and teachers to put the two groups on
comparable footing.
The action, by eventually eliminating the gap in the two-tiered salary structure, addresses one of the
main issues in the contract negotiations between the district and teachers representatives.
But United Teachers-Los Angeles
President Wayne Johnson said the
proposal, while offering positive
changes, amounted to little more

than a "philosophical statement"
that falls short of averting a strike.
’As far as I’m concerned it’s a
pig in a poke. a wish down the
road,’ he said.
Before the district vote, Johnson
announced the union’s threat to
move up the strike deadline in response to the grade ultimatum from
district Superintendent Leonard Britton.
"1 just find it incredible that this
guy is trying to force a strike,"
Johnson said. "1 don’t consider it a

sethack tor us. I think teachers are
going to he angry and the backlash
will be tremendous."
But Britton called the teachers’
strategy to withhold final grades
"nothing short of extortion .
"We cannot give in to UTLA ’s attempt to use student grades and graduations as a bargaining chip," he
said.
The newest developments represent a widening rift in the 16 month contract dispute between the
union and officials of the district.

American Airlines has close call with plane
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LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Two
hours after an Air New Zealand jetliner swerved to miss a small plane
off the Orange County coast, there
was another close call involving an
American Airlines plane over Anaheim, officials said today.
The pilot of a small plane reported
a near-collision with the American
MD -80 at 7:25 p.m. Sunday, said
Gary Mucho of the National Transportation Safety Board. He had no
details but said NTSB was investigating.
Both aircraft were headed for John
Wayne Airport and the pilot of the
small plane filed the near-collision
report. said Dick Tornquist, regional
duty officer for the Federal Aviation
Administration.
There was no information on the
distance between the planes, altitude

The pilot of a small plane reported a
near-collision with the American MD-80.
or whether evasive action was taken.
The only American jetliner due at
John Wayne at that hour was Flight
619 from Dallas.
Ed Stewart, spokesman for American Airlines in Dallas, said the airline was unaware of the incident.
At 5:30 p.m. on Sunday, the pilot
of an Air New Zealand jetliner carrying 350 people swerved to avoid hitting a twin -engine plane that was
less than 500 feet away from the
jumbo jet over the Pacific Ocean.
One passenger and one crew
member, both male, aboard the Roe -
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DISCOVER
YOUR TRUE
TREASURES

RETURN FLIGHTS
imr. $650
LONDON
AMSTERDAM _
$533
TAHITI
$569
$745
AUCKLAND
_
$745
SYDNEY
GUATAMALA CITY fr.. $399
_
;1399
CARACAS
RIO. DE JANEIRO
$850
$577
HONG KONG
.
5001 $555
TOKYO

Quality Merchandise
Affordable prices

--

r:-.Collector Plates
Emmit Kelly Jr.
Capodimonte
Norman Rockwell
Sports

COLLECTIBLE -

TREASURES
244-5002

ThouLOS ANGELES (AP)
sands of Lucille Ball fans shed tears
for the woman who made them laugh
at three memorial services across the
nation where the redheaded comedian was remembered with prayers
and applause.
"She was a whole package. There
never will be another one like her. I
love her." said a tearful Carol Burnett following a memorial Mass
Monday night in Santa Monica. a
Los Angeles suburb.
More than a thousand people who
packed the St. Monica’s Catholic
Church rose to their feet and clapped
for several minutes after television
minister the Rev. Rotten Schuller
asked them to "applaud the Lord for
Lucille Ball. About 1.000 people also crowded
a church in New York and some 200
gathered in a Chicago church. All
three memorial Masses began at 8
p.m. Monday, the night Ball’s three
most popular progranis were often
broadcast.
The 77 -year-old comedic actress.
star of one of television’s biggest alltime hits, "I Love Lucy," died here
April 26 of a ruptured aorta, a major
blood vessel, eight days after emergency open-heart surgery.
Ball, known for her honed come -

clic timing, wide -mouthed express
ions and wacky antics, was popular
among several generations of fans
who watched "1 Love Lucy as a
first -run show in the ’50s and in
three decades of reruns
"She showed her love in the only
way she knew how, by 111:11.111e you
laugh," the Rev. James Fox told
those gathered for the Roman Catholic Mass at St. Ignatius Loyola in
New York.
Broadcaster Diane Sawyer told
the crowd that the death of Miss Ball
may have settled a longstanding
theological debate over whethei
there is laughter in heaven.
"A God who would have created
her would never let her laughter he
far from Him," said Ms. Sawyer.
In Chicago, the Rev. Jack Wall
told people at Old St. Patrick Church
that God gave the world talents like
Ball "to show us lite is not a tragedy, but a comedy with a happy
ending."
"She taught us that if we could
love Lucy, we could love out
selves.- Wall said.
The series in which Ball starred is
considered one of the most success
ful in the history of television. "I
Love Lucy- ran on CBS tele% ism?)
for most of the 1950s

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER
FOR THE WRITING SKILLS TEST
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER.
PAY AT THE CASHIERS
IN WALQUIST LIBRARY SOUTH

We’re "Taking
SpectaL Arrangemnts
for nom
FEE’
TEST DATE:
DEADLINE

$25.00
JULY 29
JULY 7

DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
MULTI.STOPtROuND THE WORLC
FARES AVAILABLE
EURAIL PASSES AVNI 4BLE
-,’OURSUSSEI CHINA. EUROPE
CALL OR WADE FOR FREE BROCHURE

Quality gifts for all
ages and occasions

315 Town & Country Village
San Jose

4:\ .

BOOK NOW FOR
SUMMER

Jan Hagara
11.

The NTSB began its investigation
because of eight contoller errors in
the past year that allowed airliners
and other craft to stray too close.
During the April 25 hearing in
Washington. D.C., safety board
members said Coast TRACON urgently needed more controllers and
more space.
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Mucho said an air traffic control
specialist from Washington. D.C.,
had arrived at El Toro Coast TRACON early today and was leading
the investigation into both near-collisions.

STUDENT&YOUTH

by
inise
ng
no

ins 747 airliner suffered minor arm
injuries as a result of the near-collision, Air New Zealand announced.
Air New Zealand Flight TE6 from
Auckland to Los Angeles had to
bank sharply to avoid a plane believed to be a Cessna.
The smaller plane, still unidentified, swerved to the opposite side.
The aircraft were flying at 7010 feet
over the Pacific Ocean near Santa
Catalina Island, 25 miles offshore.
Both airliners were under the direction of El Toro’s Coast Terminal

Radar Approach Control, a chronically understaffed facility which has
been the focus of National Transportation Safety Board hearings because
of increased controller errors.

’I Love Lucy’ fans
hold memorial services
with prayer and applause
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"GO FORTH YE MIGHTY RACE!"
BLACK GRADUATION COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
1.00 PM - SATURDAY - MAY 27,1989
MUSIC CONCERT HALL
0
KEYNOTE SPFAICF1( 41111111
SAN JOSE STATE ALUMNUS
DR. HARRY EDWARDS
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY - U.C. BERKELEY
CELEBRATE YOUR
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
FOR MORE INFO
CALL 924-5871 OR COME TO PIE WEEKLY
GRADUATION COMMITTEE MEETINGS, SUNDAYS AT s:00 PM
IN TIlE AFAM BLDG
DEADLINE TO REGISTER IS MAY 22

Students Faculty Staff
Buy IBM’ PS/2’ Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University
From the durable, full -function IBM PS/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM P5/2 Model 80386, IBM P5/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applications.

For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University

The rst
250people
to recTaidget
a2-week ntie
On June 2nd, Great America opens full-time,
and for two weeks it’s one wild, crazy ride.
To gear up, we’re hiring 250 extra employees to work Monday through Friday. June
2nd through June 16th.
On top of earning from $5.25 to $5 75 an
hour, you’ll earn a free pass to the park for
every 10 hours worked.
Opportunities are available in foods, games,
merchandise, rides and theater attendants.
Hours available are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m., or 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Get ready for the ride of your life. To apply,
call us at (408) 496-0141 or stop by the Great
America Employment Office, off Mission College Boulevard in Santa Clara. EOE.

61111AT AMERICA,

PHOTO &SOUND
COMP

N

408-453-6220
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2
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Come grow
with us.
Orchard Supply Hardware is the people -oriented leader
of the hardware industry. With a commitment to expansion and growth, we offer our employees benefits
such as competitive starting pay, employee discounts,
profit sharing, product knowledge training and a history
of promotion from within.
If you share our commitment to customer service,
come grow with us. Join our San Carlos Street, Sunnyvale, Branham Lane, Silver Creek, Cottle Road and
Prospect Road Stores in one of the following opportunities:

Part-Time Cashiers,
Salespeople, Pick-Up Clerks
and Receiving Clerks
For all these positions, you should be a high school
graduate (or equivalent) and be able to work day. weekend or evening hours. Pick-Up Clerks must be 18
years old and able to lift and load heavy merchandise
and operate a forklift.
Stop in and discover more about OSH. We are accepting applications dunng store hours at
San Carlos Street Store
720 West San Carlos Street
San Jose
Sunnyvale Store
777 Sunnyvale/Saratoga Road
Sunnyvale
Branham Lane Store
1130 Branham Lane
San Jose
Silver Creek Store
1751 East Capitol Expressway
San Jose
Cottle Road Store
5651 Cottle Road
San Jose
Prospect Road Store
5365 Prospect Road
San Jose
We are an equal opportunity employer
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Chemical stockpiles found Two Navy Hornet fighter jets
at Mendocino County farm collide over Sierra Nevadas;
s
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!muse the snickpile, had taken out 60
barrels of material weighing about
12.000 pounds
Then last Saturday, Leach said he
found the second hazardous stockpile.
It was in a shed connected to a
barn at the main ranch site, a building that had been kept under lock
and key:. he said.
A large apple growing and packaging facility was once located at the
farm hut it went out of business
about two years ago. An insurance
company acquired the property in a
foreclosure and is paying for the
cleanup, officials said.
MORAGA Cal if I AP) Police
plan to again inter sew two women
110 claim they
were sexually as-

saulted during the weekend in their
dormitory rooms at St. Mary’s College. said Moraga Police Chief Rob
ert Hughes.
He said on Monday officers hope
to clear up inconsistencies between
their statements and those of two
men questioned in the cases.
Hughes said the incidents appear
to he cases of alleged "date assault." No evidence has been found
to link the two cases, he said.
The men, age 18 and 19 and both
from San Francisco, submitted
themselves for questioning at Mo
raga Police Department. They woe
allowed to lease pending further in
vestigation. Hughes said.
The men are not students at St
Mary’s.

Demographic experts will testify
that officials drew boundaries
to discrimate against Hispanics
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It’s a clear
fragmentation of
the Latino
community, and we
think we have a
very strong case.
"It’s a clear fragmentation ot the
Latino community. and we think v,e
have a sels strong case." said Jose
Garza. direusia of MALDEF’s voting rights protect The U.S. Justice
Department has filed a similar lawsuit
iris’ of the experts expected to tes-

tit y is Charles Cotrell, a Texas aca
denim:in who was also an expert
witness in a I. S Supreme Court
case that successfully challenged
Texas’ at -large system of electing
legislators.
Cotrell concluded that although
Hispanics made up 27 percent of the
county’s 7.5 million residents in
19K0 they. were "racially gerrynan
dered" during a 1981 redistricting so
that their voting power was split.
However. William A.V. Clark. a
demographer hired by the county .
said as :nlahle data Nilt1\1, \\ hen err
izenship and voting -age criteria are
taken into consideration -it is not
possible to dins a plan in iv Inch one
effectise Hisdistrict contains
panic. sir mg ma lofty ."
Man. I Wass ro. senior assistant
county counsel. also said a proposal
to reshape Supers ism Kenneth
Hahn’s 2nd Supervisorial District.
could help Hispanics at the expense
lot black voters

Prices Reduced!
Getting Started With a Macintosh
Just Got Easier
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If you’ve been waiting to buy a Macintosh computer there’s no time like the
present. Succeeding in school these days takes ambition, talent, hard work, and the
right tools. There’s no better tool for today’s competitive world than the Macintosh
computer. Whether you are walking the road less traveled, writing with great
expectations, or plotting megatrends, a Macintosh computer will help you get control
of your time and your life.
It just got easier to own a Macintosh. We have reduced prices on the
lacintosh Plus, the Macintosh SE with 2 drives, and the Macintosh SF. with a 20
megabyte hard disk.
There are lots of ways to buy a Macintosh, or to help your parents buy it for
So, stop by and we’ll give you the details on how you can solve your search for
excellence with Macintosh.
yOU.

There’s no time like today to graduate
up to Macintosh.
Bundles with special pricing availablestop by the Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
for more details; 408/924-1809
The Spartan Bookstore Computer Department accepts Apple Credit,
Apple Loan to Own, Visa, MasterCard, personal checks, and cash.
iris cs are lor Full -Time Faculty Staff and Students only. Payments made by check, Visa, or MasterCard
must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or spousc.Not good with any other offers
Limit-one system unit per customer

one pilot dead, another injured

INDEPENDENCE, Calif. IAN
A collision between two single -seat Navy fighter jets over the
Sierra Nevada killed one pilot and
mimed another who was able to
hail out, officials said.
The F-A- 18 Hornet jets collided
at about 11 a.m. Monday and
went down 45 miles apart. one
into the remote foothills of the
Inyo National Forest. the other in
sand dunes to the south, officials
said.
The pilot who died did not eject
from his jet, while the injured
pilot was able to eject and parachute to Earth, said Lt. Cmdr
Gene Okamoto at Point Mugu
Naval Air Station. where the jets
were based.
"The pilot who was found dead
was found in his aircraft." said
Okamoto.
The names of the pilots were
withheld until family could he no
tified. Okamoto said. The condition of the surviving aviator, who
was taken to Lone Pine Hospital,
wasn’t immediately available, hut
a Nay y spokeswoman said his inturies weren’t serious.
"He felt good enough he felt he
didn’t need to go Ito the host*
King.
Loretta
said
spokeswoman for nearby China
I.ake Naval Weapons Center.
"They were probably on a am -

tine training missing," Okamoto
said of the pilots.
Vicki Wood, owner of a local
gas station, heard an explosion
and looked across the highway to
see the aftermath of one jets
tire desert floor.

The F-A-18 Hornet
jets collided at
about 11 a.m.
Monday and went
down 45 miles
apart, one into the
remote foothills of
the Inyo National
Forest, the other in
the sand dunes.
"It was like a big sonic boom."
Ms. Wood said. "It went down in
the sand dunes and this big mushroom cloud came up. There was
one big orange parachute."
Skies were clear at the time of
the crash, hut the National
Weather Service reported an

unstable air mass moving through
the area bringing thunderstorms.
One of the planes went down in
the foothills of the Inyo Mountains. 10 miles northeast of Independence. The other crashed in
sand dunes 41/2 miles east of OlanKrell,’
Cynthia
said
cha,
spokeswoman for the Inyo National Forest.
Both towns are on Highway
395 between China Lake and
Bishop, about 175 miles north of
Los Angeles.
The crash is the second involving a collision between F-A -18s in
the area in a little over a year.
Twin F-A -18s collided Jan. 28.
1988, over the Sierra Nevaca,
killing nine pilot. The other ejected
to safety.
Both of those pilots were assigned to the strike fighter Squadron 161 at Lemoore.
The $23 million F-A-18 Hornet
is a single -seat twin -engine jet
fighter that can be used for either
air-to-air dogfighting or air-to ground attack.
The plane, the Navy’s most
modem jet fighter, is built by McDonnell Douglas Corp. The aircraft flies more than 1.7 times the
speed of sound. carries a 20mm
cannon and can be fitted with a
variety of air-to-air and air-toground missiles and bombs,

Part Time Summer/Year Round Positions
RCX3clway

Putlistv4

Syttimtito

Ont.

Immediate opportunity for P/T package handlers in Milpitas.
RPS is a national small package company in the San Jose area.
Ideal hours for students: 4:30am-9:30am, pays $6.50 per hour
plus $1.00 per hour educational assistance after 30 days.
Applicants must be able to load up to 60 lb. boxes. For more
information, please contact:

Roadway Package Systems
(408) 263-2074
’Additional information available at career planning and placement.’
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The Quest to be the Best is a Team Effort

TERM

HARVEMS

HARVEYS RESORT HOTEL/CASINO, located in beautiful Lake Tahoe, will have representatives at San Jose State UnNersity on May 11, 1989 to conduct interviews for full-time and
summer postions. Employment opportunities are available In the following areas:
Food & Beverage, Hotel Casino, Dealers (1 week school)
Contact the Career Planning & Placement Center to set up an interview and ask about our.
SAO CO SUMMER INCENI1VE

Be a part of the winning
team. Harvey’s the newest
and best resort hotel/casino
at Lake Tahoe has openings
in the food, beverage, hotel,
and casino departments.
(Summer seasonal positions
also available - great for
college students.)
Meet with our managers and
department heads to discuss
your future with Harvey’s
and the excitement working
at beautiful Lake Tahoe. You
could become a part of
Harvey’s winning team.
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Bloom County

Judgment favors Agent Orange victims
SAN FRANCISCO - A federal
judge, ruling in a nationwide suit
over Agent Orange, ordered the Veterans Administration to reconsider

the health claims of more than 31,000 servicemen, saying the VA
wrongly required proof that the dioxin-containing herbicide causes vu-

Berke Breathed

ClAssi

rious diseases.
Veterans’ advocates praised the
decision, which was made public on
Monday.
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Hoch
thigc
hiund primarily in females. she said,
lie
behav or apparently evolves
(tom peison’s upbringing
We are led to believe that the
thinnest vvoinan gets the man.’ she
aid
hoing the past three years. Hoch
has maintained her weight of around
I 30 pounds She believes that she
has entered into a state of recovery.
although she said she %s ill never fully
recover.
person w ith an eating disorder,
such as anorexia or bulimia, is
to an alcoholic because the disthioughout the sic ease IA ill
m’s life, she said.
Hoch has !row learned to accept
body and has a completely new
I I

IIIIage

vk ould much rather be 20
pounds ocerweight than I would be
bulimic in anorexic nov..’’ she said.
In the past test months. Hoch has
teamed up cc till another ’cowering
bulimic as well as a s-ounselor, Lynn
Milgrom. how VC,iii,Iside Women’s
Hospital. to help hci start a self-help
group on campu,
The purpose it the group, according to Hoch. is to enable those suftering from eating disorders to share
personal experiences with one another
"I thought that I was so weird
v, hen I was going through it.- Hoch
said. "I thought that I was the only
one. Food was always on my mind.
always there. It vs as haunting."
The group. it all goes as planned.
will begin meeting this tall at the

Explosion
von page /
.vent out. but propane gas continued
1., spew from a burner inside Roe’s
atc she said.
cart 1k hen she lit a mh.
"I didn’t think any thing was
wrong. ’ Roe said. "It i the stove)
has always been OK. UPI) Officer Paul Henoch. the
S,m .1se Fire Department and paramoll,. responded to the call made
by an unidentified woman.
The vvoman was an SJSC student.
but Roe said she didn’t know her
name
Fxpo Hot Dogs owner Beyene
Abraham said Roe began working at
the stand about three weeks ago.
However. Abraham. whose stand
is also on San Carlos and Fifth
streets, said he didn’t think Roe’s
short tine on the job was responsible

Women’s Center or at the Counseling Center, according to Hoch.
"Typically one in every 10
women have an eating disorder,"
Milgrom said. "The self-help group
can be helpful. depending on how
severe the case.’’
Presently . Hoch and her co-organ ilers are conducting a needs’ assessment survey on campus to validate the actual need for the group.
They have begun by speaking to and
surveying SJSU sororities about eating disorders.
"The majority of those surveyed
are themselves or know someone
with an eating disorder.- Hoch said.
"I think that there is a definite
need for a group like this on campus.- said 1.i/ Went/ien, president
of Alpha Phi sorority "I think that
their big problem xx ill be getting
people out of the closet to join the
group."
Ideally, the group would like to
bring in outside resources, such as a
nutritionist or a psychologist, to help
create an understanding of the problem and to offer a means of partial
recover). Hoch said.
"It IS helpful to give different perspectives on the subject, which is
where I come in,- Milgrom said.
"We don’t want to do treatment. Hoch said. "We want to be a selfhelp group where women can talk
about their problems."

Commencement
rom pose I
and adopted a number of safeguards
to help preserve the solemnity of the
ceremony for the more than 27.000
people expected to attend, including
more than 4.1100 students participating.
"Graduate with class" was the
motto chosen by the committee. The
maxim will be displayed on fliers
circulated on campus as well as at
the ceremonies in an attempt to curb
the problem.
"Comniencement Day symbol /es the culmination of five or more

years of hard work to the average
student
Fullerton said. "That’s
why we needed to salegaurd it’s integrity for the growing number of
guests and the majority of students
who do not take part in the disruptive
or dangerous behavior
The policies unanimously recommended by the committee are:
The Spartan Stadium policy
prohibiting cans and bottles in the
stadium during events will be in effect during the commencement.
Information about commencement policies and appropriate beha

or will be distributed across campus
and at the stadium.
School processions will be organi/ed by department. with faculty
interspersed. Laculty members will
also sit with students in their departments.
Personnel troin Staff. Prola professional concert security company I
will be hired to help in confiscating
cans, bottles and other inappropriate
materials such as fireworks, signs or
beach balls. There will be visual
checks of all students in line for the
commencement procession. Special
secured tables will be available for
graduates to leave inappropriate
material. These checked ten is

Conflict

scheduled because other performers
were using the Concert Hall.
Players have also been moved on
other occasions or sent home because the hall was occupied, he said,
"It’s kind of a hassle to move,"
Casella said. "And unless someone

is there to tell people (where the
class moved), they might think the
class is canceled."
Sayre’s class is not the only one
that has been moved around, according to Casella.
"It’s happened in other classes."

i rain page I
chv.tra class, (’asella said the group
had to meet 30 minutes later than

be reclainwd after the ceremony.
Inebriated individuals. defined
as those who are obviously unable to
walk or care for themselves, those
who are physically ill, or those who
are unable to moderate loud or boisterous behavior, will not be allowed
into the stadium.
Members of student groups, including fraternities and sororities,
will be invited to act as commencement assistants and role models.
"Pat searches- of students will
not be conducted. However, graduates may be asked to open their
gowns for a visual inspection by
Stab)" Promembers.
he said.
Casella said he likes Sayre both as
a person and an instructor, and agreed that he will be difficult to replace.
Sayre often chose difficult major
works for the orchestra to tackle.

20-foot sperm whale roams San Francisco Bay’ seen off Sausalito coast
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- A 20 foot sperm whale that blundered into
San Francisco Bay this week wandered off Sausalito Tuesday morning

If you would like more information about the self-help group or
about eating disorders, contact Beth
Finch at Turning Point Women’s
Center. 1418) 978-3388. Or contact
I. uiui Milgrom at Woodside Women’s Hospital --- (81.X1) 654-8968.

in waters that are very shallow in
places, whale spotters reported.
The young animal, a deep-diving
mammal whose normal habitat is far

at sea in mostly tropical or inild-temperature waters, was sighted off
Richmond on Monday and exhibiting behavior that seemed to indicate

it was in distress, the California Marine Mammal Center stated.
As hoped. the small whale swam
off on its own.

AlSOCIATED STUDENTS PROOPIALI 00APIO (1L/ITS

EDNESDAY NITE CINEMA

for the morning accident.
"It happens to other le xperienced)
vendors, too.- Abraham said. "I’ve
seen it happen before."
Abraham recalled an incident in
Union City where he saw a fellow
vendor burn his face when lighting a
propane stove similar to the one that
injured Roe.
Because of others’ accidents.
Abraham said he checks his propane
10 minutes.
burners about e%
’It’s for ni) ilk\ Ti safety.’’ he said
Hot dog carts are regulated by the
Santa Clara County Environmental
Health Department, according to
Abraham.
The county agen,.. issues permits
to vendors and periodically checks
the carts for safety. Abraham said.
The victim was taken to San i.e
Medical Center. where she V.:Is
treated for burns. A hospital
spokesperson said Roe was listed in
stable condition Tuesday afternoon.
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YOU’VE READ THE AD,
NOW SE THE MOVIE!
7 & 10 p.m.
For more into call 924-6261
Funded by Associated Students

$2

HERE COME THE Zap 74-0377Its that time of year again when
warmer weather is on the way in
and grads are on their way out.
Now you can help make their
departure a special one by placing
a special personalized message in
the Spartan Daily.
Tell your grad just how proud you
really are about their achievements
with a GRAD AD in a special
graduation section of the Spartan
Daily on May 17.
To place your Grad Ad in the
Spartan Daily,stop by the GRAD AD
booth in front of the Student Union
between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.;
today thru friday.

Admission

Morns Dailey
Auditorium

’ Order forms may be turned in to the
Spartan Daily, DBH 207, up until Friday , May 12.

The Student Union and the A. S. Program Board with

MICHELOB.

D
SC)*/

and

.712

present

the 2nd Annual Student Union

Belly Flop Contest
Host

Fred Reiss
Paradise Beach
Mobile D.J.
12 Noon

Thursday,
May 11, 1989
3:00 p.m.
Student Union
Aquatics Center
Sign up at Pool Office

Surf Contest
at 1:00 p.m.
with Paradise Beaches’
own Surf Board Machine,
SIGN UP NOW at pool office
or S U. Directors Office

Music by the
Shockwaves
2:00 p.m.
Free prizes
for top 20
contestants

Trips
courtesy
of

ft PRESIDC-KIC 1101a
CANCUN

(
\I (
t
2 for 1 draft beer
and
Kamikazis
for
$.50
Join us afterwards at Paradise Beach
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